Call to schedule by Dec 4th and get 20% off!
Carpet Cleaning ~ Upholstery Cleaning ~ Tile & Grout Cleaning
Onsite Rug Cleaning ~ Carpet Repair ~ Carpet Re-Stretching

Use Code 20offdec online!
(cannot be applied to previously scheduled appointments, commercial work, water damage or offsite area rug services. Offer
expires Saturday Dec 4, 2021)

How to Know When to Get Carpet Repair vs Carpet Replacement

Lumps from Poor Installation
Carpet installation is an art and when done improperly, it can lead to lumps in the carpet. As the carpet wears, it often stretches and moves a bit.
Carpet installation professionals can often prepare for this wear when they install the carpet to prevent these lumps.
The best way to fix this is to have these lumps removed. Leaving the lumps there could be a hazard, especially if you have guests in your home
who aren’t aware of them like the people who live there.
You certainly don’t need new carpet just because of lumps. This is an easy repair scenario that should not be a big deal to fix and can easily be
fixed in a day.

Carpet Burns
Carpet burns are fairly common. A common cause of carpet burns is from curling irons or flat irons that people leave on accidentally that get
knocked off a counter. And then you have an unsightly area of carpet with black or brown burn marks around it.
The good news is, carpet burns are not the end of your carpet life. A carpet repair specialist can remove the burnt area of the carpet and add a
patch that makes it look good as new.
While you might be able to put a patch in yourself, the benefit of hiring a professional for this work is they’ll bring their expertise to ensure that the
patch isn’t noticeable. Sometimes, you can remove the singed fibers without taking out that area of the carpet. This tactic will likely still leave some
remnants of the damage but can be a way to make it less noticeable if you think you’ll be replacing the carpet soon anyway.

Set-in Stains
When you spill something on the carpet, it’s important to clean it as fast as you possibly can. And if a stain remains, contact a carpet cleaning
company immediately to avoid allowing time for the stain to set in.
Much like carpet burn repair, carpet stain repair often means removing the stained section of carpet and patching the area with the same or similar
carpet.
A stain is no reason to replace healthy carpet. You can easily make that carpet look good for several more years using carpet repair to elongate
the life of the carpet.

When to Replace Your Carpet
Now that you know common cases and scenarios when you can avoid replacing your carpet and instead just repair it, let’s look at some reasons
why you might want to replace the carpet.

Carpet Wear and Tear

Even with the best maintenance and proactive repair habits, your carpet will wear and break down with time. The fibers will break down and begin
to look worn out. You might find that you have many rugs throughout your home to cover high-traffic areas where the carpet is showing signs of
wear. And at that point, it’s likely time to consider replacing the carpet entirely.
Some homeowners rearrange their furniture constantly to cover stains, defects or signs of wear. While it’s a good idea to move furniture around to
wear your carpet evenly and prevent damage from the feet of furniture, there will still come a day when you’ll need to replace the carpet instead of
moving the furniture again.
Your carpet’s fibers will eventually become matted down and lose their form and fluff. At this point, even professional cleaning cannot make the

carpet look new again. If you’ve purchased a home with many carpet stains or tears, you might be better off replacing the carpet than trying to
repair it in many places.

Carpet That Smells
Regular carpet cleaning can prevent it from building up an odor. However, if you’ve acquired a home that has never had regular carpet cleaning or
you had to discontinue carpet cleaning due to a job loss or other financial hardships, your carpet can develop an odor that no professional can
remove.
Smelly carpet might be due to moisture buildup and mold or from pet accidents that have actually soaked through to your carpet padding and
floorboards. At this point, your only option might be to replace the carpet and even your floorboards to remove your home’s smell.

Worn-out Carpet Padding

The carpet padding offers cushion and comfort for your carpet. And although your carpet might still look fine aesthetically, after many years of wear,
your carpet padding might be worn out. Carpet padding that is no longer supporting the carpet will make your carpet uncomfortable to walk on and
lacking a firm foundation.
Plus, worn-out carpet padding might lead to creaks and noises as you walk across the floor. That’s because the carpet padding’s other job is to
reduce such noise. Signs of worn-out carpet padding include carpet wrinkles, uneven spots or a crinkling sound when you walk across the carpet.
If your padding is worn out, it’s time for new carpet.

HAVE YOU HEARD? WE NOW OFFER EMERGENCY
WATER DAMAGE RESTORATION SERVICES 24/7!

